ABSTRACT. It is conjectured that every ring with a finite maximal subring is finite. We prove this conjecture for pI-rings. In what follows, the center of a ring R is denoted by Z(R). The subring generated by T is denoted by <T>.
proper subgroups are finite; and the zero ring on C(p is an infinite ring all of whose proper subrings are finite.
The question of the existence of a nonabelian infinite group all of whose proper subgroups are finite was known as Sc2mddt's Problem, and was answered affirmatively by Olsanskii 1 ], who constructed an infinite group in which all proper subgroups are of prime order.
The anal question for non-cc[mtative rings has a negative answer, since Laffey [2] has proved that any infinite ring has an infinite ccmatative subring.
Observe that in Olsanskii's example, all the proper subgroups are maximal. The corresponding question for rings-whether there exists an infinite ring all of whose proper subrings are maximal has a negative answer; indeed, Szele 3] has shown that any ring with both ascending chain condition and descending chain condition on subrings is finite.
The Olsanskii example does, however, suggest an interesting and apparently difficult problem for rings: whether there exists an infinite ring having a finite maximal subring.
It was proved by Bell and Guerriero [4] that a ccmatative ring with a finite maximal subring is finite, and it is our purpose to extend this result to pI-rings. The full force of the PI assumption is used only once in the proof of our theorem; the proofs of the lns use only the fact that the class of pI-rings is closed under taking subrings and hcmcmorphic images. Thus it is not unreasonable to conjecture that any ring with a finite maximal subring ast be finite.
In what follows, the center of a ring R is denoted by Z(R). The subring generated by T is denoted by <T>. by recalling a crucial result frcm [4] , which is obtained by applying an interesting result of Lewin [5 ] .
i.
If the ring R has a finite maximal subring, then R has only finitely many ideals.
As in [4] In proving that I is a simple ring, we first sh that 12 0. We prove that 12 0 implies R is finite. We have I + S R-and since S is not an ideal of R, either IS S or SI S. Assue IS S and let a e ISXS. Since a S we have R <S,a>. But a IS c_ I ad 12 0, so any product containing the elment a twice is 0; and therefore R S +Za + aS + Sa + SS. By Lma 2(ii) Za is finite, so R is finite. Note that R has prime characteristic p, and therefore the additive group of S is a finite p-group, so Sl is a power of a prime. In addition, it follows easily frcm the beginning of the proof of Theorem 8 in 4 Since S is a maximal subring, we have <S,d> R, and of course <S, Z(R)> R.
Since S is not an ideal of R, we get SZ(R) S, so R S + SZ(R). This and the primeness of R imply that S is prime; therefore S Mr(F F a finite field.
If e is the identity element of S, then e e Z(R) since d 6 Z(R). It follows that eR is an ideal of R and eR D_ eS S, so eR R; and this implies e is the identity element of R. If R is a PI-ring with a finite maximal subring S, then R is finite.
PROOF.
Assuming the result is wrong, choose a counterexaple with Sl minimal. Let I be the minimal ideal of R as in Lesma 3. Since R I + S and R is infinite, I is also infinite. Since R is PI, the subring I is also PI-and being simple, it is finite dimensional over its center Z (I) 6 
